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Software License Agreement

Between

COLUMBIA ULTIMATE, INC.

4400 NE 77th Avenue Suite 100

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 98662

360-260-5838

Hereafter RevQ

And

COLLIN COUNTY

200 South McDonald Street, Suite 230
MCKINNEY, TEXAS 75069

1-972-548-4113

Hereafter Customer

This Software License Agreement ("Agreement") is made by and between RevQ and Customer. In consideration of the mutual
covenants and agreements contained herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:

I. BACKGROUND. Columbia Ultimate, Inc., dba RevQ, is an independent software sales, development, re-seller and
consulting company licensed in the State of Washington. RevQ owns a copyright and holds all ownership rights to a
series of computer programs collectively known as Revenue Results. Customer is licensing Revenue Results from RevQ
which will be used in the operation of its business. Customer is aware that RevQ does not manufacture nor maintain any
hardware or networks.

II. DEFINITIONS. For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings set forth below:
A. "Workstation Software" means any Revenue Results software loaded onto any Hardware to access the Server.
B. "Documentation" means the tangible or intangible information necessary for the use, planning, operation and

maintenance of the Software, including but not limited to the Revenue Results User Guide manual.
C. "Hardware" means any piece of tangible equipment used for the purpose of running Software.
D. "Product(s)" means those goods, supplies, materials, items, components, hardware, and the incidental associated

software listed and/or described in this Agreement.
E. "Release" means an update of the Software, subsequent to the initial delivery of the Software, in which RevQ

provides multiple new features and functionality to the Software. A Release will have updated Documentation, a
new Release number, and by its nature will include any accumulated corrections which make the Software conform
to the Documentation, or any improvements in the performance of the Software.

F. "Server" means all the inclusive attributes of the Revenue Results software residing on the Hardware used to store
the database and Revenue Results software application.

G. "Software" means Revenue Results Server and Workstation Software and any ancillary products used in collection
of outstanding credit obligations.

H. "Upgrades" means an update to the Software, subsequent to the initial delivery of the Software, in which RevQ has
incorporated any accumulated corrections which make the Software conform to the then current Documentation,
any improvements in the performance of the Software, any minor new feature or functionality which were not
formerly functions of the Software.

III. SCOPE OF LICENSE.

A. RevQ grants to Customer a nonexclusive, nontransferable license for the Software. RevQ continues to own all
rights to the copy of the Software licensed to the Customer under this Agreement along with any and all copies that
the Customer is authorized to make.

B. Customer's rights to use Software are specified in this Agreement, and RevQ retains all rights not expressly granted
in this Agreement.

C. Customer may make one back-up copy for disaster recovery use.
D. Within 30 days after the Effective Date, RevQ shall place all of the source code for the RevQ Software in escrow

with Iron Mountain subject to an escrow agreement containing customary escrow terms (the"Escrow Agreement")
for the price of $ 3,750.00 for the life of the contract. If Collin County receives all or part of the Source Code in
compliance with the Escrow Agreement, RevQ shall grant Collin County a non-exclusive, non-transferable license
to use the Source Code internally solely to the extent necessary for Collin County to maintain and support RevQ
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